2020 REPORT
FOCUS AND DO
RADical Hope is committed to improving the lives and futures of young adults by strengthening
connections and building resilience. Pam and Phil Martin launched RADical Hope in 2018 in honor of
their son, Chris, who died by suicide during his junior year of college. We work with proven, frontline
engagement programs that deliver on our core priorities: connectivity, empowerment, emotional
regulation and engagement.
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, rates of depression and psychological distress among our youth were
soaring to record levels, with suicide rising to the second leading cause of death among Americans ages
7-24. The social and emotional isolation as a result of the pandemic have only compounded this crisis.
Fueled by the commitment and generosity of our donors and partners, RADical Hope executed three
critical new initiatives in 2020 to advance evidence-based programs that address the needs of young
adults. These new direct investments, in addition to support for ongoing program partnerships, totaled
more than $1.2 million this year. Since our launch two years ago, we have funded more than $2 million
in direct program impact. Our operation is lean, disciplined and focused on results.
Our efforts are motivated by the words of Chairman Larry Bossidy: Focus and Do.
We are proud to share an overview of our work this year, with a look forward to our plans for 2021.

RADICAL HEALTH: A GROUNDBREAKING CAMPUS INITIATIVE
Youth are particularly vulnerable during times of transition. Students entering college, whether inperson or online, require support in developing their mental, physical and emotional health skills. This
need is particularly pressing due to elevated anxiety, stress and depression related to COVID-19.
This fall, in partnership with New York University
(NYU), RADical Hope launched RADical Health, a
skill-based program to help first-year college
students stay well and stay resilient. Students are
graduating high school without fundamental skills:
ho to get a good night s sleep ho to prioriti e
their time; how to settle their minds; how to live
within a budget; how to interact with people
whose opinions differ from their own.
RADical Health was developed with a single goal: Help young people build resilience and support their
o n mental ph sical and emotional health so the re eq ipped to cope before they reach a crisis
point. The program is an essential part of orientation for first-year students and serves as an on-ramp
for students to other resources and campus activities.
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Students can participate in the program
in-person or online, and will explore the
material through a series of inspirational
interviews with notable figures in sports,
entertainment, business and culture;
curated skill-building resources; and
weekly group discussions where they
connect with peers and exchange
perspectives on the topics of the week.
A brief overview of RADical Health can be
viewed on our website.

INSPIRATIONAL INTERVIEW WITH LAUV
Singer, Songwriter, Producer & Founder of the Blue Boy Foundation

In announcing the program partnership, Chairman Larry Bossidy said, RADical Hope and NYU are
responding to an rgent need to s pport st dents as the begin a critical chapter in their li es NYU
alumnus and benefactor Ken Langone shared What e re tr ing to do is to p t o r h man antennae
out to make sure e en if it s j st one person who hears it there s a place to go there s a place to
open p o r heart there s a place to open p o r mind there s a place to reach o t for help and not
feel stigmatized. This is the challenge for all of us, and let us not fail. The cause is noble and the need
is great

REACHING ONE MILLION STUDENTS
In January, the RADical Health pilot will continue at NYU and at select schools that vary in size,
geography and student composition. This spring pilot phase will inform program development for
broad scaling in fall 2021. To date, we have invested nearly $700,000 in RADical Health.
Our partnership with NYU is just the beginning. We are
committed to bringing RADical Health to one million
students across the country. Our $3.5 million fundraising
campaign will enable any higher education institution to
provide RADical Health to its students. Funds will also
support ongoing program content development and
execution.
The turnkey design of this program addresses the resource-constrained realities of higher learning
institutions during this pandemic. We have developed a RADical Health Blueprint that contains all of
the elements required for schools to execute the program. We have partnered with Potentia, a
national leader on HIPPA and FERPA compliant technology products, to develop a RADical Health
proprietary site to house all content and materials for student and faculty use. In addition, we have
developed a comprehensive training tool for schools to successfully deliver the program.
RADical Hope is committed to eliminating barriers to access, which includes providing RADical Health
free of charge.
www.radicalhopefoundation.org
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FRONTLINE ENGAGEMENT PARTNERS
The needs of high school aged students are as pressing as ever. Bring Change to Mind (BC2M) is an
evidence-based peer-to-peer club program that empowers and educates students through a culture of
peer support within schools. This fall, RADical Hope made a multi-year investment to enable the
Northeast expansion of BC2M. We pledged our commitment to BC2M following a rigorous evaluation
of the organization using our Standards of Excellence. RADical Hope s f nding ill enable the la nch of
50 new BC2M clubs in Northeast high schools over the next two years.

Under the leadership of Executive Director
Pamela Harrington, BC2M has successfully
launched many of the new clubs virtually
in a time when students are craving
interaction and connection.

Earlier this year, we continued our
support of our first program
partner, PeaceLove, an expressive
arts provider that reaches tens of
thousands of people across the
country. RADical Hope funded the
production of virtual workshops
for distribution to families,
schools, healthcare providers and
community groups unable to
experience workshops in person.
Image courtesy of PeaceLove

OUR STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE
To refine our own approach to identifying high-quality programs, and to assist other stakeholders in
the field, RADical Hope developed the Standards of Excellence the Standards With the support of
leading scientists across the field, we created a structured approach to program evaluation, using
evidence-based metrics.
The Standards summarizes a range of domains essential to a program s s ccess incl ding Goals
objectives; organizational features; specific operational indicators; and program content. Its content is
generalizable and easily adaptable to the specific evaluation needs of other foundations. Although
highly detailed, the information is organized simply, in report card form. This makes executive
j dgment of a program s o erall health and f ndabilit easil apparent
www.radicalhopefoundation.org
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In developing the Standards of Excellence with RADical Hope, David R. McDuff, M.D., Clinical Professor
of Ps chiatr Uni ersit of Mar land School of Medicine said Fo ndations o ld benefit greatl from
an adaptable tool kit that helps them decide on program structure and content that is in alignment
with their mission and values as well as pre-determined outcomes that can guide future programs for
at risk pop lations

© RADical Hope Standards of Excellence, 2020

The Standards of Excellence is now available to the philanthropic community on our website.

THANK YOU
To enhance our communication with you, we launched RADical Hope Radio, a
podcast featuring con ersations ith some of the orld s leading mental health
experts, business executives, program leaders and youth advocates. We hope this
exchange of stories, ideas and advice will generate conversations that help our
communities get better connected. As always, you can visit our website at
www.radicalhopefoundation.org to engage in our work and hear any news.
We are deeply grateful for your financial support and shared commitment to our mission: improving
connection and building resilience in young lives.
RADical Hope
9 Stacey Circle
Concord, MA 01742
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